CFS Elementary Dress Code
Acceptable
Long or Short sleeve polo style shirts or Oxford style shirts.

Shirts

Pants/Capris
Shorts/Skorts

Skirts/Jumpers

Unacceptable
No T-shirts as outerwear (except
CFS T-shirts on the last school day
of the week)

Shirts must have a collar and must be buttoned
appropriately.
Specific for boys:
Shirts do not have to be tucked in if they are designed to
be worn untucked (including t-shirts). Shirts with long tails,
shirts with the tail portion longer than the front, and shirts
with tapered tales must be worn tucked. If shirt is tucked,
a belt must be worn.

T-shirts may be worn under
acceptable shirts

Shirts must be long enough that no midriff is showing AT
ANY TIME.
CFS T-shirts or other CFS apparel may be worn on the last
school day of the week (these may be purchased from
PTF or many other CFS groups throughout the year).
These may be worn untucked.
Docker style pants or capris in an appropriate cut may be
worn. Flat or pleated fronts are permitted. Acceptable
colors include shades of Black, Navy, Brown, Grey, or Tan.
Specific for boys:
Belts must be worn when shirts are tucked in.
Dark-colored Jeans, capris, and shorts are allowed every
day (must be in good condition, no holes, no frayed hems)
Walking shorts, skorts, with flat or pleated fronts in the
shades of Black, Navy, Brown, Grey, or Tan. Dark-colored
denim shorts and skorts are acceptable any day of the
week.
All hems must be at an appropriate length.
Skirts/Jumpers may be worn in the shades of Black, Navy,
Brown, Grey, or Tan. Dark-colored denim skirts/jumpers
are acceptable any day of the week.

No emblems or designs on shirts
other than small logos.

Shirts that cling to body

Pants that are not solid in color
Tight-fitting pants
Over-sized or baggy pants
Pants worn with chains

Tight-fitting shorts, skorts or capris

Tight fitting skirts or jumpers

Hem must be at an appropriate length

Sweaters/Sweatshirts/Turtle-necks
Turtleneck Shirts

Caps/Hats-Hair
Outerwear
Sport Coats/Blazers
P.E. Dress Code

Crew, V-neck, Cardigan, and Turtle-neck sweaters may be
worn. Buttons and zippers are allowed on sweaters
Cardigan sweaters are: sweaters that are knitted material,
open the full length of the center; may be fastened by
buttons, zipper or tie/belt
Cardigan with hoods are allowed, however students may
not wear the hoods on their heads while in the school
building .
All sweaters, except Turtle-neck sweaters, must be worn
with a collared shirt underneath.
CFS sweatshirts or CFS hoodies are allowed any day, but
hoods are not allowed to be worn on the head in the
school building.
No head apparel may be worn inside school facilities
Specific for boys:

Hair should be above the eyebrows when pulled
straight down toward the eyes.

Hair must be above the earlobe when pulled
straight down toward the lobe.

Hair must be at collar length in the back when
pulled straight down toward collar.
Jackets and coats may be worn to your discretion, but are
not allowed to be worn in the classroom.
Sport coats and blazers are acceptable any time.
Appropriate denim jackets may be worn
P.E. Shirts-may be CFS t-shirts or regular dress code
shirts.
P.E. Shorts-hem should be an appropriate length
Athletic style or normal dress code pants
Sneakers

Skorts, and sleeveless shirts are not
permitted for PE.
No pictures, words or advertisements
are permitted on any clothing except
for CFS attire
P.E. Shoes other than sneakers

The final decision on all questions relating to dress code shall be made by the administration.

